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1. I believe that members of the Committee who were present at last year's 

, consultations with Ghana under .article XIYil(g) will romeriber that thi. Gtnvï •!>. le-

• gate, in his opening statement, outlined the basis and background for the appli

cation of our import restrictions. That outline was then considered necessary 

as that was the first of such consultation with Ghana. There had been no 

prior consultation with Ghana by the International Monetary Fund. 

2. This year we are quite fortunate again to have well documented papers 

prepared by the IMF covering the economy of Ghana. I refer %o IMF documents 

(background material paper dated 26 February 1959 and a supplementary paper 

dated 27 April 1959) copies of which have already been circulated to 

contracting parties. In addition to this documentation, the Ghana Government 

has already submitted to the GATT secretariat information on the legal basis, 

the policy, the administration, and the methods of applying the restrictive 

system. That information has already been embodied iu secretariat "basic 

I document" ïïGT(59)6l and also distributed. In the circumstances, in order not 
r 

to cover material with which the Committee is already familiar, I shall restrict 

myself to explaining the Government of Ghana's current policy in the use of 

restrictions and the new relaxation of controls which have already been 

"approved and will be effective shortly. 

3- Members of the Committee, no doubt, are aware that most goods can be 

freely imported into Ghana on open general licence from soft currency countries 

(except Japan and the countries to which the quota licensing system applies). 

Imports from Japan require specific licences, and with the exception Of wheat 

flour from Canada and the United States, all imports from dollar sources arc 

subject to individual licensing. 
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4. It is the policy of our Government to achieve full liberalization of 

trade between Ghana -and the rest of the world as far as this may be done 

without detriment to its balance-of-payments position and its international 

obligations as a member of the sterling area. 

5. To this end, the Ghana Government aims at a progressive relaxation of 

controls in imports from the dollar area. Already relaxations have, in the 

last four years, been effected to permit the importation of general goods which 

are normally ratod as loss-essential, and dollar allocations made available for 

this purpose have proved sufficient to meet present requirements. 

6. We are happy to announce that the Ghana Government has already approved 

of further relaxations on dollar imports to come into effect shortly. This 

step will place on open general licence the following items from the dollar 

area: * 

Cash registers and parts 

Tractors and spares 

Earthmoving machinery ?nd spares 

Timber machinery and spares 

Salmon and salmon trout 

Newsprint 

Motor vehicles 

This, the Committee will appreciate, is in line with the proposals put forward 

by the United Kingdom delegation and welcomed by other delegations at the 

Commonwealth Trade and Economic Conference held in Montreal in September 1958. 

Our Government still intends to continue with the examination of our existing 

import restrictions with a view to effecting further liberalization in Ghana's 

trade with the dollar area. However, we would wish to indicate that any 

further liberalization will be governed by the requirements of our five-year 

development programme to be launched this month. Nevertheless, we belJoro that 

any further adjustment will be in keeping with the provisions of the GATT. 
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7. Similarly, with respect to imports from Japan, relaxations have recently-

been effected by reducing the classes of goods not allowed to be imported 

from Japan from twelve to five. Tho Ghana Government thereby accords to Japan 

the same treatment as that accorded to other soft currency countries, even 

though Ghana has reserved its right under Article SUV not to be bound in its 

trade relations vis-à-vis Japan to accord full GATT privileges. It must be 

emphasized that, in spite of the extreme imbalance of trade between Ghana and 

Japan the Government of Ghana still maintains a liberal policy in the allocation 

of funds for trade with Japan. 

8. Our recent relaxations, in general, have been possible on account of 

the fact that the gradual deterioration in Ghana's external balance which 

started in 1955 was checked in 1958 when the current account showed a 

surplus of 1C.8 million Ghana pounds. By and large, fluctuations in Ghana's 

external balance are mainly due to variations in export earnings because of 

changes in the value of cocoa exports. In 1958, cocoa exports amounted to 

197,327 tons which was 24.2 per cent lower than the 1957 figure of 260,224 tons. 

I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to the fact that this 

lower volume of export in 1958, by virtue of the then comparatively high world 

cocoa price, fetched an amount cf 62.3 million Ghana pounds which was 22.5 per 

cent above what was realized by the considerably greater quantity exported in 

the previous year. 

9. The fluctuations in the price of our major economic crop, is the prin

cipal underlying cause of our difficulties, and as we have pointed out time 

and again, the implementation of the provisions of the Rome Treaty with respect 

to the association of tho Overseas Territories will tend to further aggravate 

our difficulties. On this problem, we have done our best without much success 

to consult with the "Hossina Six" under the provisions of Article XXII of the 

General Agreement. 

10. In conclusion, I should like to confirm that the Ghana Government is actively 

pursuing a policy of liberalization. "7e hope that our balance-of-payments 

position and other attendant factors will continue to be favourable to allow us 

to remove the remaining restrictive measures which in practice are negligible. 


